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binding, and printing are excellent; footnotes are in a large type face and
make for quick and easy reference. Well-captioned, documented photo-
micrographs, charts, and graphs add to the value of the book.
In the early part of the volume Selye freely interjects his opinions,
frankly admits that he cannot write as an impersonal critical correlator of
the facts he has chosen to include, but he believes that he has offered an
objective guide to the literature. The completeness of this work makes it
valuable as a source book and classified index to students and investigators
of the stress concept.
J. K. R.
THE MERCK INDEX OF CHEMICALS AND DRUGS. Rahway, N. J., Merck
and Co., Inc., 1952, 6th ed. xiv + 1167 pp. $7.50 (regular edition), $8.00
(thumb-index edition).
The Merck Index is too well known to laboratory workers to warrant
any detailed description. Suffice it to say that it is principally a handbook
describing chemicals of technological or medicinal interest. Many useful
tables are handily and succinctly presented.
This edition, which is about one hundred pages longer than its predeces-
sor of 1940, includes several new sections. Among them are a periodic
table, a list of more than three hundred organic name-reactions with refer-
ences, tables of radioactive isotopes, a compilation of standard buffers for
calibrating pH measurements, recommended procedures for first aid in
poisoning, and weights and logs of elements and groups and their multiples.
The largest section, which describes chemicals and drugs, has been con-
siderably expanded both in volume and detail. An entry often includes
formulae, synonyms, stability, physical constants and properties of the
parent compound and its derivatives, uses, and references to the literature.
These additions have not been made without sacrifice, for much of the
information compiled in previous editions has been omitted: the list of
clinico-chemical reactions, tests, and reagents (which covered almost four
hundred pages in the fifth edition), descriptions of culture media, fixatives,
and staining solutions, and the table of oxidation-reduction indicators for
biological use. Absent, too, are the list of minerals and their properties and
the table of standard solutions.
The tables eliminated, as well as those added, suggest that the latest
Merck Index has been groomed more for the chemist than the biologist.
This new edition is complementary to the fifth edition rather than a
revision of it.
J. P. G.
PATTERNS OF SURVIVAL. By John Hodgdon Bradley. New York, Grune
& Stratton, 1952, 2d ed. 223 pp. $3.75.
Many years have passed since the great discoveries of Darwin, Haeckel,
and Lamarck, yet man's understanding and interpretation of the develop-
ment and organization of the living world are still far from being complete
or even adequate. The long-standing dichotomy between mechanism and
vitalism, the eternal temptation of teleological interpretation, and the con-
flict as to the relative importance of heredity and environment have come
a long way in discussion, but it is hard to see how they could be resolved
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These are but a few of the major problems the author had to tackle in
writing this book, and he does justice to both sides of the arguments with
unrelenting impartiality. The volume obviously is a survey-book for the
non-professional public, nevertheless one would still prefer to have some of
the author's own opinions instead of sweeping and often contradictory
generalizations in an almost epigrammatic style bestudded with poetic
metaphors in the best romantic tradition.
The problems and methods of survival are organized partly chronologi-
cally, and partly by the major aims of life, such as love and social organiza-
tion. This leads to a good continuity in the development of the subject, in
spite of the fact that several chapters had previously been published as
separate essays.
A highly anthropomorphistic interpretation of Nature and her "actions"
may also go some distance to serve this purpose of unity, but it does seem
farfetched to visualize Nature as a Communist dictator supervising equal
division of protoplasm amongst individuals of a species, or to explain the
survival of simple, non-specialized forms of life as an attempt "to achieve
racial longevity."
The last several chapters are devoted to man and his place in the living
world. The author creates perhaps his most striking and satisfying syn-
thesis here, because after some didactic experimentation he does succeed in
placing man in a class now distinct from all others, but well connected to
them biologically, in spite of the unavoidable Deus ex machina, "the bril-
liant promise of a brain."
The book should not only make good popular reading, but may well serve
as collateral reading to an introductory biology course, giving some of the
necessary orientation, with adequate factual examples, to the development of
the living world.
N. A. H.
DAUNTLESS ADVENTURER. THE STORY OF DR. WINSTON PETTUS. By
Edward H. Hume. New Haven, Connecticut, Yale-in-China Association,
Inc., 1952. [x +] 195 pp. $2.50.
This is the stirring record of a most attractive and able man who had
been born in China of missionary parents and who had come to Yale, first
as an undergraduate in 1929 and then to the School of Medicine in 1933.
He made a name for himself as an outstanding student in the college and
as one of the most promising men of his year in the Medical School. He
attracted the attention of both the Departments of Anatomy and Physiology
during his freshman year 1933-34; in his senior year both Dean Winternitz
and Dr. Cushing became interested in him and he had discussions with both
about his future plans for a life as a medical missionary in China. He was
graduated with distinction in 1937, after which, on 23 June 1937, he and
Miss Maude Miller were married in Dwight Memorial Chapel.
After an internship at the Presbyterian Hospital in New York he and
Mrs. Pettus took a trip around the world, visiting his old home in Peking
and then hospitals in ten countries. After that he announced his decision on
27 December 1939 of going out to the Yale-in-China hospital at Changsha
for a two-year period or longer if it proved mutually agreeable. Thereafter,
he had experience in the interior of China, going by way of Hongkong,
Canton, Shaokwang, Hengyang, and Changsha.